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1. Introduction
With EDUportfolio, a new curriculum management supporting platform developed and tested
within the implementation of the BCIME project (see IO3 and IO6 for more details), we produced a set
of data describing the curriculum of one common basic science discipline (Anatomy) as taught at all five
partner institutions and curricula of five complementary disciplines in partners’ local languages (see IO4
and IO5 for more details).
This database of curriculum metadata is the basis for a curriculum map with relationships between
all aspects of the curriculum and serves users as a source for advanced browsing of a curriculum.
Moreover, using such curriculum maps, curriculum planners can analyse the content integration in both
horizontal (across disciplines) and vertical (across time) directions. An indisputable advantage of the
analyses based on curriculum maps is that they allow to reveal hidden information and to find answers
to various exploratory and research questions.
Based on the experience we obtained during our research activities and the opinion of surveyed
stakeholders, we developed a set of curriculum research questions (see IO7 for more details).
The top 10 prioritised questions (5 descriptive and 5 analytical) included:
Descriptive questions:






What should students learn by the end of the unit for which I am responsible? [Teacher]
What is expected of me in a particular course? [Student]
What have the students learned before they start my unit? [Teacher]
Who is responsible for this part of the course?
What learning outcomes are covered in year X?

Analytical questions:






How to identify overlaps in curricula?
Do we have overlaps within and between content domains in our curriculum?
Are the ILOs assessed with appropriate assessment methods? (knowledge, skills, competencies)
How balanced is the curriculum in terms of type of taught competency (knowledge, skills,
attitudes)?
What are the core elements of well-built curricula?

The primary objective of this intellectual output was to use appropriate tools and algorithms to
automate the processing of the available data stored in EDUportfolio and to answer the above stated
descriptive and analytical questions in a comprehensible manner.
The project team has experience from previous projects (MEFANET, OPTIMED, MEDCIN) in
analysing and visualising data from medical education environments.
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2. Methodology
From the technical perspective, MS Excel, R language and Google Data Studio tools were used to
prepare a set of interactive reports with simple manual intervention in the form of data cleaning and
pre-processing. With the EDUportfolio platform, all data (learning outcomes, description of learning
units etc.) can be easily downloaded and analysed using software suitable for analysing text data. All
steps of analyses were performed in R (https://www.r-project.org), because tools and packages for Text
Mining methods are very widespread across the R community, and are up to date. R provides methods
for text pre-processing, tokenisation, similarity computation and visualisations as well.
Information stored in the textual data can be analysed by similar methods as any other data.
Therefore, we can easily find answers to analytical questions applying text mining methods or
knowledge discovery from the text. The whole process includes data description, collection and data
analysis as well. However, the process of gaining knowledge from a text is not a trivial matter. But it will
help us to identify useful information in the data, for example to find similar text documents, to find out
to what extent the data are similar. All this information can then be used, for example, for methods of
recommending content, or in our case, comparing the curricula of medical schools.
To analyse the content of the EDUportfolio platform we developed a methodology based on the
CRISP DM (CRoss Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) approach, which represents a standardised
process model, in which the six main phases naturally describe the data science life cycle [1]. As in other
data processing areas, this approach was integrated into our activities to maintain an already mapped
curriculum recent. Such a modified CRISP DM diagram regarding specific domains of curriculum data
analysis and mapping is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1 Modified CRISP DM schema used in Curriculum management of BCIME project.
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The curriculum management and partially the curriculum mapping activities started with the needs
analysis and understanding of methodological background as described in IO1 and IO2 respectively.
Then, the set of curriculum data and its structure was formulated. Pilot study disciplines were selected
and all the available data were used to be described in the form of a comprehensive set of metadata in
the newly developed EDUportfolio platform. Then the curriculum data was analysed and evaluated to
identify particular dependences and didactical aspects. The deployment phase allows the application of
the curriculum into the daily routine practice and to continue in improvements and updates in all parts
of the curriculum management process.

3. Technological background
As mentioned above, MS Excel, R and Google Data Studio were used for description, data preprocessing and analyses. All data were available in the EDUportfolio platform. At first, R in version 3.5.2
was used for data pre-processing. Packages enabling the use of methods of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) were employed (tm, dplyr, readxl, tidyr…). The next steps varied with regard to the questions
asked.

3.1 Descriptive questions
For descriptive questions, it was sufficient to properly prepare the data for its visualisation.
Microsoft Excel was used to prepare the dataset, as it allows us to easily work with exports from the
EDUportfolio database filled with curriculum metadata of Anatomy and another five complementary
disciplines.
A tool from Google, the Google Data Studio [2] was used for data analysis, visualisations of
particular curriculum data and user interactions with curriculum graphs and contingency tables. We
preferred to use this tool, because we consider it a powerful, effective and free tool enabling users to
turn their data into illustrative, readable and shareable forms.
The individual analytical results of the BCIME project can be found at
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/a3f0b0b8-e387-4fa8-9818-7651cac11ea3.
Figure 2 shows the overview of this visualisation as produced in Google Data Studio. For descriptive
purposes the categories labelled as




Learning outcomes overview,
Assessment of learning outcomes overview and
Overview of responsible persons,

that are based on a huge EDUportfolio dataset, offer reports that provide a quick look at the data, its
summary, and basic graphs.
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Fig. 2 Visualisation of BCIME curriculum data in Google Data Studio.

3.2 Analytical questions
In case of analytical questions, it was necessary to use methods for proper text cleaning and
preprocessing, work with stop word sheets and metrics for calculating similarity. The process in which
the data was processed is depicted in Figure 3.

Fig. 3 Data processing diagram.

The data processing diagram include the following individual function blocks:







Textual data - exports of mapped curriculum metadata from the EDUportfolio platform.
Processing, cleaning - removing html tags, punctuation and numbers, converting uppercase to
lowercase etc.
Corpus, deleting stop words - textual data were converted into corpus format (a format in
which the data is easy to store and easy to count on).
Document term matrix (DTM) - a big data matrix that describes the frequency of words
occurring in documents. One row of this matrix corresponds to one document (universities at
institutional level or courses in case of course level analyses).
Computation - the document term matrix is a numeric representation of the whole curriculum,
so computation of similarities between individual rows can be performed.
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The best and the most credible results in the past [3, 4], which were also verified by experts from
practice, were achieved by using cosine similarity between individual curriculum describing documents.
Therefore, for computation of similarities and finding overlaps as well, the cosine similarity method was
used. All textual data exported from the EDUportfolio platform were used for the analyses, including:
Description of courses, Importance of courses and Learning outcomes.
Analyses of overlaps were performed on two levels: (i) institutions, (ii) courses. For institutions, the
DTM matrix consists of 5 rows (each university was represented by one big document, all textual data
were merged together). For courses, the DTM matrix consists of 8 rows (each course was represented
by one document). For both levels, description statistics over pre-processed data were performed. All
the tables and descriptive statistics are listed in the Google Data Studio overview, which is referenced
above. Figure 4 shows the screen of the Analysis of curriculum category.

Fig. 4 Analysis of the curriculum visualised in Google Data Studio.

4. Results
This analysis we performed using our pilot curriculum data primarily brings a new concept of
analytical processing and interactive data visualisation over centrally collected data through the
EDUportfolio platform. Data sources were curriculum descriptions from all five partner institutions in
the subject area of anatomy education. All descriptions were created uniformly in English. Therefore, it
was possible to use natural language machine processing methods. Such algorithms are transferable to
other languages too, but it is always necessary to take into account the specifics of a particular
language.
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The individual parts of the report have been designed and implemented in such a way as to answer
the specified questions and, at the same time, to refine the selected view using a set of filters over the
available data.

4.1 Learning outcomes overview
The curriculum metadata registered by all partners in English covered Anatomy as one common
discipline. From the global point of view, it is easy to recognize this discipline is taught differently across
partner institutions.
UPJS teaches Anatomy in three consecutive courses. MU offers anatomy to their students in two
courses. JU and UMF conduct the teaching of Anatomy within one course. UAU does not offer a subject
based, but integrated curriculum, which means that anatomical content is included in many different
courses across the first 2 years of medical school.
Respecting existing curriculum data at partner institutions, the individual partners specified 205
learning units and 970 learning outcomes. 99% of learning outcomes related to learning unit level and
only 1% of learning outcomes related to course level.
The overview of EDUportfolio content visualised in Google Data Studio is shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5 Overview of courses, learning units and learning outcomes.

Based on the visualisations designed for the BCIME project each part of the curriculum can be
browsed and filtered by institution and type of learning outcome as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6 The content of the curriculum imported from EDUportfolio and visualised in Google Data Studio.
Using this browsing feature, teachers can easily find/identify the answer to the first specified
descriptive question “What students should learn by the end of the unit for which I am responsible?”
For example, a teacher of Anatomy I at MU is responsible for the Respiratory system learning unit. All
he/she needs to do is to browse/filter the descriptions of curriculum map with institution MU, course
Anatomy I and learning unit Respiratory system. All grouped learning outcomes will be highlighted as
shown in Figure 7. This can be used not only to check the correctness of stored information, but also for
further improvements of the curriculum content and its updates if needed.

Fig. 7 Example of learning outcomes the students at MU have to learn by the end of the learning unit.
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Similarly, teachers and students can easily identify the answers to other descriptive questions:
“What is expected of me in a particular course?” by selecting a course the student is registered in;
“What have the students learned before they start my unit?” by selecting learning units in the course or
courses preceding teacher’s one, or by using EDUportfolio platform and browsing curriculum by study
years and/or semesters; “Who is responsible for this part of the course?” by checking the section
“Overview of responsible persons” or EDUportfolio curriculum map and “What learning outcomes are
covered in year X?” by checking the course of the particular study year or browsing the curriculum map
in EDUportfolio by study year.

4.2 Assessment of learning outcomes overview
To assess students' knowledge and skills, various methods were identified and used across the
project's consortium. These assessment methods relate to the following main domains: comprehension,
knowledge, analysis, application, synthesis and evaluation.
Described curriculum data shows two of the domains: comprehension and knowledge cover over
80% of all learning outcomes and dominate over the rest of the above-mentioned domains. The least
represented assessment domain is evaluation with 0.32%, while all 3 LOs were identified at MU.
Summary of individual domains is listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of learning outcomes assessment methods.

Domain

Institution
UPJS

JU

MU

UMF

UAU

Comprehension

22

61

34

113

193

Knowledge

140

92

50

73

25

Analysis

62

13

21

16

2

Application

2

7

15

12

1

Synthesis

1

1

8

2

0

Evaluation

0

0

3

0

0

For better understanding of individual assessment domains representation, the visual overview of
learning outcomes assessment methods across individual domains and utilisation in individual
institutions is shown in Figure 8.
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Fig. 8 Overview of learning outcomes assessment methods.

Individual action verbs, domains, categories and institutions can be easily browsed and filtered to
uncover otherwise latent information. Here the answers to the analytical question “Are the ILOs
assessed with appropriate assessment methods?” and partially to question “How balanced is the
curriculum in terms of type of taught competency” can be revealed.
For example, Figure 9 shows how the action verb “is able to” in the Knowledge domain, Intellectual
ability category is represented in the curriculum learning objectives assessment at our five institutions.
In this case only at UPJS (5) and UMF (4). However, in the domain of Comprehension, all institutions
except for MU use it: UMF (10), JU (9), UAU (9) and UPJS (4). The overall representation of the whole
described curriculum is shown in Figure 10. It is evident that the action verb “describes” dominates at
UPJS, “identifies” at UMF and “explains” at UAU. To identify precise answers to the balance of the
curriculum in terms of type of taught competency it will be good to have the full curriculum described,
not only the Anatomy we worked on in this pilot research.

Fig. 9 Possibilities to filter curriculum content according to the used action verbs, domains, categories
and institutions.
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Fig. 10 Representation of action verbs in learning outcomes at individual institutions.

4.3 Overview of responsible persons
To identify individual persons responsible for curriculum design or leaders of particular courses,
learning units and learning outcomes, the EDUportfolio uses attributes of responsible persons (see IO3
for more details). In visual analysis of the data we can export this information into one summary as it is
shown in Figure 11. One has to realise this is the pilot project with pilot data, so the institutions entered
there either the names of the real guarantors or the names of the users who entered the curriculum
data into the EDUportfolio.

Fig. 11 The overview of responsible persons (curriculum designers, course leaders etc.).
Similarly to previous visualisation methods, also these data can be shown by institution and course
with the information about the number of particular learning outcomes. That enriches the answer to the
question “Who is responsible for this part of the course?”. The overview of this information is shown in
Figure 12.
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Fig. 12 Overview of responsible persons by institution and course.

4.4 Analysis of curriculum
The most important part of the data mining process refers to textual analysis of curriculum. Textual
analyses were performed on two levels:



institutions
courses

All textual available data were used including:




descriptions of courses
importance of courses
learning outcomes

The goals (questions) of the analyses covered:



How to identify overlaps in curricula?
Do we have overlaps within and between content domains in our curriculum?

To find similarity between curriculum represented by textual data, cosine similarity and ward
method for grouping were used. The most similar courses (institutions) are depicted on figures
(dendrograms) below.

Analysis at the institution level
Here the learning outcomes and descriptions were grouped into one big textual document
according to institution. The described number of words in the curriculum within participating
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institutions presented 4 091 words at JU, 3 762 words at UMF, 2 763 words at MU, 2 259 words at UPJS
and 1 324 words at UAU.

Fig. 13 Dendrogram for textual analysis at the level of institution.

Analysis at the course level
The learning outcomes and descriptions were grouped into one big textual document according to
courses. Individual courses consisted of 4 091 words in Anatomy with embryology (JU), 3 446 words in
Anatomy (UMF), 1 431 words in Anatomy I - lecture (MU), 1 332 words in Anatomy II - lecture (MU), 1
324 words in Anatomy (UAU), 792 words in Anatomy 3 (UPJS), 770 words in Anatomy 1 (UPJS), 697
words in Anatomy 2 (UPJS) and 315 words in Neurosurgery connected to anatomy at UMF.

Fig. 14 Dendrogram for textual analysis at the level of course.
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Similarity detection
Computation of similarity is based on Vector Spaced Model (VSM), where every document is
represented by vectors compounded by words in documents. Therefore, a classic method of similarity
computation can be used. In this case, cosine metric is used (a higher percentage means higher degree
of similarity).
The similarity by institution is summarised in Table 2.
Table 2. The similarity of curriculum by institutions.
UPJS

JU

MU

UMF

UPJS

-

JU

52.98%

-

MU

47.96%

65.45%

-

UMF

42.11%

45.73%

36.42%

-

UAU

42.17%

28.6%

19.72%

26.8%

UAU

-

The highest degree of similarity (65.45%) was identified between MU and JU. More than 50%
similarity was discovered also between UPJS and JU. Conversely, the lowest degree of similarity was
shown between MU and UAU (19.72%). However, the small similarity was identified also between UAU
and JU (28.6%) and UAU and UMF (26.8%).
UAU had the highest similarity with UPJS (42.17%), which might be explained by the granularity of
curriculum description. Similar education systems, as a historical fact, proved comparable similarities
between UPJS, MU and JU.

The highest degree of similarity, regarding individual courses, was identified between Anatomy I
and Anatomy II at MU (90.83%). This indicates a high level of overlaps taught at MU in two consecutive
courses. The high level of similarity is detected also in Anatomy with embryology at JU with Anatomy I
and Anatomy II at MU having 62.07% and 65.88% respectively.
The smallest degrees of similarity were identified between Anatomy at UAU and Anatomy I and
Anatomy II at MU (19.13% and 19.40%), which is consistent with the above mentioned results of
institutional analysis.
The similarities detected at the course level presented different values ranging from 19.13% to
90.83% and are summarised in Table 3.
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Table 3. The similarity of Anatomy curricula by courses as taught at partner institutions.

Anatomy
(UMF)

Anatomy
1 (UPJS)

Anatomy
2 (UPJS)

Anatomy
3 (UPJS)

Anatomy I
– lecture
(MU)

Anatomy II
– lecture
(MU)

Anatomy
with
embryology
(JU)

Anatomy
(UMF)

-

Anatomy 1
(UPJS)

37.94%

-

Anatomy 2
(UPJS)

43.12%

38.53%

-

Anatomy 3
(UPJS)

42.82%

39.31%

61.15%

-

Anatomy I –
lecture (MU)

38.19%

28.87%

49.27%

41.59%

-

Anatomy II –
lecture (MU)

35.17%

25.10%

47.45%

41.43%

90.83%

-

Anatomy
with
embryology
(JU)

47.95%

36.58%

44.96%

47.80%

62.07%

65.88%

-

Anatomy
(UAU)

59.73%

23.57%

41.49%

40.43%

19.13%

19.40%

28.60%

Anatomy
(UAU)

-

5. Conclusion
In this intellectual output we utilised a metadata structure described in previous intellectual
outputs that formulated a curriculum map of pilot Anatomy related courses taught at medical faculties
in five different countries. Using this curriculum-mapping approach we were able to visualise
relationships between different components of the curriculum. EDUportfolio as well as the tools of
Google Data Studio allowed us to highlight not only content, pedagogy and assessment methods, but
also attributes of transparency and communicability. These attributes are also essential for explanation
and understanding of the core curriculum management questions that are “What is taught?”, “When it
is taught?” and “How is it taught?”.
Based on the analysis of curriculum data using data mining techniques we were able to identify
answers to the exploratory and research questions we previously discussed in IO7. From the full list of
discussed questions, we focused on the top 5 prioritised questions in the descriptive domain and on the
top 5 prioritised in the analytical domain. Thanks to the visualisation features that combined textual,
graphical and tabular forms, the stakeholders are able to find particular answers to almost any
descriptive question in EDUportfolio and in overviews of Google Data Studio. Answers to analytical
questions required in deep analysis, and we identified particular answers in relation to the mapped
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curriculum. Also, we have to conclude that the complete curriculum of all institutions (we mapped only
Anatomy as a part of it) will offer more precise results and answers. However, now we have the tool and
the methodology to realize it.
The answer to the last analytical question “What are the core elements of well-built curricula?” can
be simple and complicated at the same time, as we identified many factors affecting processes related
to the curriculum building and optimisation during our research and work on all intellectual outputs.
Anyway, we can recommend to bear in mind the following advices when mapping a curriculum. First of
all, use information reflecting authentic processes in the classroom, not what should be taught and is
not. In curriculum maps, there is no need to include specific details about daily lesson plans, but one
should specify learning outcomes that can be clearly identified and are measurable. While planning
individual learning competencies consider using action verbs from Bloom's Taxonomy that make the
later analyses easier. And important details lie also in statements about how the learning outcomes are
achieved and assessed.
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Appendix
Google Data Studio report
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